Evidence for mutagenic repair in V79 cell mutant with aphidicolin-resistant DNA polymerase-alpha.
An aphidicolin-resistant ( aphr ) mutant of Chinese hamster V79 cells, aphr -4-2, is shown to be slow-growing, sensitive to ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, hypermutable for spontaneous and UV-induced mutations, and known to contain an aphr mutant DNA polymerase-alpha, with a 10-fold reduction in the Km for dCTP but not for dATP. We show here that the mutant had a normal repair replication measured by unscheduled DNA synthesis assay. The mutant was specifically sensitive and hypermutable to UV and N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine, but it had normal sensitivity to ionizing radiation and dimethyl sulfate. Unlike the V79 (wt) cells, the mutant exhibited further enhancement in the already elevated mutability following UV and conditioned medium treatment. The mutant characteristic is explained by the presence of an error-prone long-patch excision repair synthesis. The association in the mutant properties--an aphr DNA polymerase-alpha, UV sensitivity, and hypermutability to UV-induced mutation--provides the genetic evidence that DNA polymerase-alpha is likely to be involved in UV-induced DNA repair synthesis.